Experimental and numerical investigation of ply size effects of steel foil reinforced composites
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Thick and thin-ply CFRP laminates were mechanically characterized with and without steel foil reinforcement.
• Local steel foil reinforcement around holes can overcome the notch sensitivity of thin-ply composites.
• The onset (0.5%) and 2% bearing strength of the thick-ply CFRP were more than doubled with the addition of steel foils.
• Onset bearing strength of the hybrid CFRP are also higher than the ultimate strength of the pure CFRP.
• Ply thicknesses may be tuned to generate stable damage propagation in the hybrid configuration.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

The effect of ply thickness on the notch sensitivity and bearing properties on carbon fibre reinforced polymer composites and their hybrid laminates with steel foils were studied. Laminates with ply thicknesses of 0.3 mm and 0.03 mm comprising of CFRP and hybrid laminates were manufactured and characterized using tension, open hole tension and double lap bearing tests. A 25% ply substitution was found to double the bearing load with extensive plastic deformation in the joint while maintaining high stress and maintaining constant cross-sectional thickness in the laminate. With a good agreement between the finite element predicted values and failure behaviour, the damage initiation and progression behaviour could be observed experimentally. We numerically captured (i) rapid failure of 0° plies in the thin ply CFRP hybrid and (ii) continuous delamination with significant plastic deformation for the thick ply CFRP hybrid. The numerical results significantly reduce future experimental work when designing hybrid laminates and could allow the laminate lay-up to be tailored for load cases. Both the experiments and numerical models underline the distinct size effects occurring with respect to the ply thicknesses when hybridising a very ductile metal with a brittle yet strong composite material.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Aerospace structures are typically composed of carbon fibre-reinforced thermosetting polymers (CFRP) to reduce weight and hence reduce emissions during operation [1]. The high anisotropy of CFRP
require diverse and complex layups, which are designed depending on the load case of the structure and usually exhibit a multi-directional fibre directions. To achieve these orientations in a cost effective manner, automated manufacturing methods such as tape laying, pultrusion or resin transfer moulding (RTM) are used to build the laminates and to create sub-components that are then joined together [2]. However, the relatively low bearing strength of CFRPs means that the laminate has to be thickened in order to have sufficient joint strength. An option to overcome thick laminates is to only locally increase the thickness of the structure, rather than sizing the entire laminate. Studer et al. showed that co-curing of doublers allow for an increase in the local bearing strength without the addition of substantial weight to the structure [3].

The drawback of this method is the increased load path eccentricity, which requires longer bolts and larger metallic fittings and introduces secondary bending. To avoid local thickening, hybridisation of the composites with metals, into fibre metal laminates (FMLs), can be an attractive solution. The metal layer lead to increased strength in the regions that require higher load carrying capacity, without a resulting change in cross-section. Carbon fibre composites have been hybridised by titanium foil interleaving or substitution in the joint area, with the latter bypassing the need for local thickening of the composite material [4,5]. Steel foils have become an attractive alternative because half of the metal volume is needed compared to titanium foils in order to achieve the same bearing strength at lower material cost. More recently, steel foil hybridisation has shown to improve the bearing strength of CFRP parts [6–9].

The development of thin ply technology has increased ply design freedom, while offering materials with higher sustained stresses until first ply failure. This size effect known as thin ply effect allows for delayed matrix damage, delamination and first ply failure [10]. However, thin ply composites fail in a very brittle manner with little or no warning and have shown high notch sensitivity [11–14]. The notch sensitivity is attributed to the damage suppression and crack-propagation resistance [15]. Using acoustic emission Huang et al. [12] also observed that delamination and matrix cracking during open hole tensile tests were indeed supressed in thin ply laminates.

Steel alloys could therefore be especially suitable as reinforcement in thin ply materials due to their low cost and their high stiffness, strength and elongation at break [16]. Köther et al. [17] showed that hybridisation of steel foil patches and thin-ply CFRP can improve the open hole tensile and compression strength up to about 30%, especially if applied locally [18–20]. Further work from Bosbach et al. [16] has shown that the addition of metal layers can help to better detect defects when using structural health monitoring to detect delamination.

These works show that the local placement of thin steel foils in critical areas within the load path can reduce the notch sensitivity. The effectiveness of the reinforcement depends on factors such as ply thickness, steel alloy ductility, layup, and design of the transition area. In order to create an optimal laminate design, more understanding of the effect of these factors is needed. In addition, the ability to accurately predict the open hole tension strength for a given laminate design could be of great value.

The aim of this study is to generate the necessary understanding to be able to design hybrid steel foil-CFRP laminates for open hole load cases. The effect of hybridisation of CFRP laminates with ductile steel foils was both experimentally and numerically studied for two different ply thicknesses. Ready to use finite element (FE) models were developed, which can be used to understand the effect of the steel foils, and to design the ply-thickness and number of steel foils for optimal laminate performance. A simple analytical model was also developed to understand to what extent the ductility of the steel layers can be used to improve the hybrid laminate’s failure strain and energy absorption capability.

2. Materials

The CFRP material used in this study [21] was a Toray M40J B Prepreg, CFRP ThinPreg TM S0EP–736/CF, from North Thin Ply Technology SARL, Switzerland. Two different ply areal weights were used, namely 30 g/m² (Thin) and 300 g/m² (Thick). The prepregs were processed into quasi-isotropic composites by a sequence of ply stacking into sub-units of 4, debulking for 30 min at 4 mbar and repeating until the laminate stack was completed. The laminates were cured using a hot press at 80 °C and 0.6 MPa (6 bar) pressure for 8 h using a “Labopress P200T”, Vogt, Germany. For the hybrid CFRP plates, austenitic CrNi-stainless steel 1.4310 at the equivalent thickness of the 90° ply in the substituted laminate (0.03 mm or 0.3 mm) was first prepared. A process very similar to the Boeing sol-gel surface treatment was adopted [22] to improve the steel foil to CFRP adhesion. Following this process, the steel surface was degreased and then oxidized by using a continuous vacuum blasting method. Finally, an aqueous sol-gel system, a dilute solution of a stabilized alkoxide zirconium organometallic salt and an organosilane coupling agent, was applied. The 90°-layers of the carbon fibre composite were substituted with steel foils, as described in Table 1 and shown also in the polished optical cross sections in Fig. 1.

3. Methods

3.1. Experimental

Samples for optical microscopy were prepared by embedding the samples in epoxy and preparing them in a “TegraPol–21”, polishing machine from Struers GmbH, Switzerland. The samples were polished using a diamond polishing solution with a minimum particle size of 0.25 μm in the paste. Images of the optical cross-sections were taken using a “VKX-200”, Keyence, Germany, 3D laser scanning microscope.

Open hole tension tests were performed in accordance to ASTM D5769M-95 with an H6 6 mm hole. Unnotched tensile tests were also performed, in accordance to ISO 527-0. A constant displacement rate of 1 mm/min was used for all samples, recording force and both machine and extensometer displacement.

Double lap bearing tests were performed following ASTM D5961M-08, with 8 mm bearing fasteners (f9/H6 fit, class 12.9 high strength steel). Again, a constant displacement rate of 1 mm/min was used for all samples and the machine and extensometer displacement were recorded.

A universal testing machine from Walter and Bai, Switzerland, with a 100 kN capacity load cell of was used for all mechanical tests. The specimen gauge lengths were 24 mm for the open hole tensile and unnotched tensile tests, and 50 mm for the double lap bearing tests.

3.2. Numerical

Abaqus 6.1 (Dassault Sysèmes) was used to model a 3D explicit damage model of both the CFRP and hybrid composites. The model was separated in distinct regions, which were individually formulated, as shown in Fig. 2(a). C3D8R hexagonal elements were used in a quarter geometry continuum model with an orthotropic material. A 3D damage VUSDFLD sub-routine with a Hashin 3D failure criterion [23] was used with a layered structure (shown in red in Fig. 2(a)). The steel foils were modelled as elastic-plastic material using a Johnson Cook [24] formulation for the 1.4310 austenitic stainless steel combined with experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Layup</th>
<th>Ply thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Density (kg/dm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin CFRP</td>
<td>[90°,45°,0°,−45°]10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick CFRP</td>
<td>[90°,45°,0°,−45°]10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin Hybrid</td>
<td>[St,45°,0°,−45°]10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick Hybrid</td>
<td>[St,45°,0°,−45°]10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Material designation and lay-up of the carbon fibre and hybrid laminates.
Fig. 1. Polished optical sections of the carbon fibre and hybrid laminates. Steel foils are appear as white layers and are indicated by red arrows.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the developed quarter model with regions of varying complexity for the open hole tensile simulations, (b) element strain dependant degradation and (c) the quarter model for the bearing test simulations.
The element stiffness can be reduced using field variables. While they are relatively easy to implement, they lack the ability to replicate the actual failure process. Therefore, to better model the stress-dependent elongation shown in Fig. 2(b), a strain dependant progressive stiffness decrease was implemented. To do this, the stress was calculated at each time step, the failure was checked using the 3D Hashin criterion and the element stiffness was reduced accordingly.

The contact between the bolt and the laminates were modelled using a penalty friction coefficient of 0.2 [25] in tangential direction. A hard contact boundary condition was assigned in the normal direction. To account for the ability of fibres which fail in compression to still partially contribute to the laminate stiffness, the stiffness of the failed areas was set to 30% of their original stiffness [26].

4. Results

4.1. Tensile and open hole tensile tests

The stiffness of the notched samples was significantly higher for the hybrid materials, due to the addition of the stiff steel layers (Table 2).

The ultimate tensile strength for unnotched Thin_CFRP and Thick_CFRP was measured to be 750 ± 11 MPa and 554 ± 19 MPa, respectively, resulting in an increased strength of about 30% for the thin ply laminates (Table 3). Steel foil hybridisation further increased the tensile strength to 994 MPa for the Thin_Hybrid and 942 MPa for the Thick_Hybrid, showing a significant improvement in comparison to the Thick_CFRP of 70%.

Despite the higher unnotched tensile strength, the Thin_CFRP showed a significantly lower open hole tensile strength and hence higher notch sensitivity, with a value of 328 MPa, 28% lower than the Thick_CFRP with 453 MPa. Different failure behaviours were observed for the CFRP composites, as shown in Fig. 3. In the Thin_CFRP samples, a near horizontal tensile crack was observed through the sample with dominant fibre fracture and little delamination present. The samples with conventional laminate ply thickness, however, showed delamination prior to failure around the hole. Failure was also observed in the 45° layers. As expected in the Thin_CFRP samples, the very thin plies suppressed delamination, which reduces fibre pull-out and load redistribution during damage, leading to premature and brittle failure, as was also noted by Amacher et al. [10]. It can be seen in the stress-strain curves in Fig. 4. Only a small non-linearity was observed for the Thick_Hybrid. Necking of the steel plies was observed in the Thick_Hybrid specimens but not in the Thin_Hybrid specimens, adding additional evidence that there was more plastic deformation in the Thick_Hybrid case.

The typical failures of the hybrid materials are similar to those of the CFRP samples and can be seen in Fig. 3. Even though the specific strength of the hybridised materials is lower compared to the CFRP samples, the strength gains and the pseudo-ductile failure behaviour could justify the use of steel foil localised around a hole, avoiding a significant weight penalty by allowing a reduced thickness in the rest of the part, as will be discussed further in the Discussion section.

4.1. Double lap bearing tests

The double lap bearing onset (0.5% strain offset) strength of the Thin_CFRP and Thick_CFRP were measured to 457 MPa and 356 MPa, respectively, resulting in a 28% higher strength of the Thin_CFRP (Fig. 5). The suppression of transverse cracking and delamination in the Thin_CFRP that was observed in the tensile tests has similarly improved the bearing performance of the composite material.

Increased bearing strength was measured for both hybrid laminates. The onset strength for the Thick_Hybrid (803 ± 76 MPa) was more than double the Thick_CFRP composite value (356 ± 46 MPa). The specific onset strength for the Thick-Hybrid specimens was also higher, relative to the Thick-CFRP specimens (Table 4). The measured onset strength of the Thick_Hybrid (803 ± 76 MPa) was even higher than the ultimate strength of both the Thick_CFRP (562 ± 17 MPa) and the Thin_CFRP (720 ± 17 MPa).

After testing the CFRP samples were embedded and sectioned and shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The Thin_CFRP samples showed only very localised damage on the surface, as shown in Fig. 6(a). A 22 mm wide delamination area was observed in the 90° layer, next to some kinking of plies leading to fibre failure under compression, whereas in the Thick_CFRP a much larger delamination of about 40 mm wide in the 90° layer and fibre breakage was observed in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, compressive, shear failure appears to be the main failure mechanism in Thick_CFRP. In contrast, the Thick_CFRP appears to fail in delamination related modes, which lead to buckling and compression.

The hybrid laminates showed buckling and failure in shear and compression, as shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d). Furthermore, browning was observed on the compressive side of the hole, due to bolt indentation.

Shear kink bands projected along the washer supported area and appeared in the washer confined area of the laminate. The Thin_Hybrid lacked transverse ply breakage, indicating suppression of delamination. In contrast, a significant amount of composite material between the steel foils fell out for the Thick_Hybrid microscopy samples during preparation, indicating extensive delamination and damage that occurred during the test.

The adhesion between the CFRP and steel foils seems to be relatively strong, as shown in the higher resolution images in Fig. 6(c) and (d). No adhesive failure is visible despite the large deformation. However, no adhesion measurements have been conducted yet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>OHT stiffness (GPa)</th>
<th>Specific OHT strength (GPa dm³ / kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin_CFRP</td>
<td>58 ± 2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick_CFRP</td>
<td>66 ± 12</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin_Hybrid</td>
<td>97 ± 9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick_Hybrid</td>
<td>102 ± 6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Open hole tensile stiffness of the carbon fibre and hybrid laminates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>OHT strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Specific OHT strength (MPa dm³ / kg)</th>
<th>Notch sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin_CFRP</td>
<td>750 ± 11</td>
<td>328 ± 7</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick_CFRP</td>
<td>554 ± 19</td>
<td>453 ± 49</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin_Hybrid</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>535 ± 6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick_Hybrid</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>589 ± 40</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Tensile and open hole tensile strength of the carbon fibre and hybrid laminates.
4.3. Numerical modelling results

A comparison of open hole tensile tests and simulations is shown in Fig. 8, with an agreement of the stiffness between numerical and experimental results. The numerical model slightly underpredicted the failure stress of the Thin_CFRP and Thick_CFRP. However, the delamination progression shows better agreement. The Thin_CFRP model shows matrix damage only very close to the crack and no delamination was observed around the hole, as seen from the matrix tensile failure results in Fig. 7. In contrast, the Thick_CFRP model has matrix damage in a large area around the crack and several elements are detached, indicating delamination failure. Those results are in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed failure of the composites shown in Fig. 4.

A good correlation between numerical results and experiments was also achieved for the steel foil hybrid laminates. The Thin_Hybrid showed prompt failure (modelled with element deletion) of the 0° plies, resulting in steel ply failure. A steadier delamination was predicted for the Thick_Hybrid with plastic failure after delamination, as was also experimentally observed.

The experimental results showed several interesting features for each sample. While the unnotched tensile strength can be increased by using thin plies (Thin_CFRP), the open hole tension strength dropped by 28% in comparison to the Thick_CFRP. The stress peaks around the

A comparison between numerical and experimental results for the double lap bearing case is shown in Fig. 8. The models were only run until net tension failure was calculated, which explains why they end far sooner than the mechanical tests. The models show agreement for the maximum stress. Only the Thin_CFRP shows some deviation where the model underpredicted the maximum stress by about 21%.

The numerically calculated area of fibre damage was slightly larger for the Thin_Hybrid than for the Thick_Hybrid, as shown in Fig. 9. This is believed to be because of stronger matrix failure and delamination in the Thick_CFRP, which resulted in slightly less load being transferred to the fibres.

5. Discussion

The experimental results showed several interesting features for each sample. While the unnotched tensile strength can be increased by using thin plies (Thin_CFRP), the open hole tension strength dropped by 28% in comparison to the Thick_CFRP. The stress peaks around the
hole can be reduced through matrix failure in the Thick_CFRP, which is not possible when using Thin_CFRP. In contrast, the bearing failure is more dominated by interlaminar properties, and hence the Thin_CFRP showed about 28% higher bearing strength.

The hybrid laminates show similar maximum stresses irrespective of ply thickness, resulting from the stress transfer to the steel foils. Delamination of the steel foils was not observed for open hole tensile tests for the Thin_Hybrid, leading to a brittle and catastrophic failure. In contrast, the damage behaviour of the Thick_Hybrid specimens were found to be a combination of premature metal foil delamination and subsequent fibre failure. Interestingly, stress concentrations around raptured fibre ends could be accommodated by the ductile metal foils.

Table 4
Double lap bearing strength of the carbon fibre and hybrid laminates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Thin_CFRP</th>
<th>Thick_CFRP</th>
<th>Thin_Hybrid</th>
<th>Thick_Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bearing stress</td>
<td>Mean (MPa)</td>
<td>Specific (MPa.dm³/kg)</td>
<td>Mean (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5% Offset</td>
<td>457 ± 45</td>
<td>286 ± 28</td>
<td>356 ± 46</td>
<td>223 ± 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% Offset</td>
<td>604 ± 64</td>
<td>247 ± 16</td>
<td>396 ± 26</td>
<td>248 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate</td>
<td>720 ± 17</td>
<td>450 ± 10</td>
<td>562 ± 17</td>
<td>351 ± 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Comparison of the bearing failure (a-d). The left of the image indicates the bolt location (compression side) and the right of the image shows the damaged portion of the composite material from sample cross-sections.
The specific strength of the open hole tensile tests and the double lap bearing tests were found to be lower with the addition of steel foils. However, the steel foils can be localised around a hole in order to design a thinner structure with the necessary strength, which can actually reduce the total weight of the connection due to shortened clamping area and bolt length, and hence reducing load eccentricity. To give a specific example, in a case where the laminate is sized for open hole tension, the Thin_Hybrid OHT strength is 20% higher than that of the Thick_CFRP laminate. Therefore, a Thin_Hybrid laminate can be made 20% thinner for the same strength. The steel reinforcement is only required around the hole, and can be omitted elsewhere. Based on the ratio of densities (see Table 1), if the area where no reinforcement is needed is 4.9 times larger than the area around the holes where the steel is applied, this design will be weight neutral. If the unreinforced area is more than 4.9 times the area of the reinforcement, then the thinner, locally reinforced, laminate will be lighter than a thicker, pure CFRP panel, for the same OHT strength.

Generally, a good agreement between the FE models and the experimental behaviour was found in this study. The values of the bearing strength and the failure behaviour was predicted relatively well. Also, the stiffness of the OHT tests showed good agreement. Some deviation was found for the Thin_CFRP strength and strain. These models might therefore be used to predict mechanical strength of different layups, and hence be used to optimise the lay-up according to the load case during structural design.

**Effect of foil thickness on ductility**

The Thick_Hybrid and Thin_CFRP specimens exhibited a higher failure strain than respectively the Thin_Hybrid and Thin_CFRP specimens, indicating an increased energy absorption capability for the Thick laminates. This is likely due to the ability of the Thick laminates to delaminate and pull-out the ±45° plies, as can also be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Additionally, Fig. 3 points to the importance of plastic deformation in the steel layers. In the Thin_Hybrid specimens, plastic deformation in the steel seems to be very limited, whereas the Thick_Hybrid specimens show signs of necking, indicating that plastic deformation occurred over a larger area.

To maximize the laminate failure strain and energy absorption, as much of the steel as possible should be free to reach its own failure strain, which is much higher than that of the CFRP layers, i.e. > 10% and 1%, respectively. However, in all the regions where the steel is perfectly bonded to the CFRP layers, it will not be able to strain more than the failure strain of the CFRP. This means that delamination between the CFRP and steel layers is actually beneficial during open hole tension, as it will allow more for the steel to plastically deform and reach its individual failure strain. Rehra et al. [27] have also recently shown analytically that more delamination is beneficial in this case.

To enable delamination, the strain energy release rate (SERR) needs to locally exceed the fracture toughness in the interface. If the laminate thickness is kept constant, then the total strain energy release is not dependent on the ply thickness. However, a lower ply thickness means this energy release will be distributed over more interfaces, significantly reducing the SERR in each interface. To promote delamination, it is therefore beneficial to have fewer interfaces and thus thicker plies. Note that any surface treatments applied to the steel, to improve the adhesion of the epoxy, inhibit delamination. This is detrimental to achieving the maximum laminate failure strain.

Having large scale delamination can be beneficial to failure strain, and therefore energy absorption. However, unstable delamination propagation across the entire interface would again reduce the energy absorption capabilities, as noted in Czél and Wisnom’s analysis of hybrid composites [28].

The occurrence of unstable delamination propagation can be predicted using the criterion provided by Czél, Jalalvand and Wisnom [29]. Rewriting this in terms of the thickness ratio gives:

\[
G_{IIc} > G_{IIc,s} = \frac{\varepsilon_f^2 E_{CFRP}^2}{8E_{Steel}} \left( 2E_{Steel} + E_{CFRP} \frac{t_{Steel}}{t_{CFRP}} \right)
\]

where \(\varepsilon_f\) is the failure strain, \(G_{IIc}\) is the mode II fracture toughness, \(E\) is the Young’s modulus, \(t\) is the thickness, and the subscripts Steel and CFRP refer to the respective layers. As Eq. (1) was developed for a uni-directional layup, equivalent values for each CFRP sublaminate block should be used for \(E_{CFRP}\) and \(E_{Steel}\). The equation shows that the larger the thickness ratio, the higher the SERR. Due to the need of having large delaminations between the steel and CFRP layers, optimum performance is achieved when approaching the criterion of Eq. (1), without exceeding it, and the ply thickness ratios should be tuned accordingly.

To maximize ductility of the laminate, the steel layers should remain intact and deform further after the first failure in the CFRP plies occurred. In the ideal case, one could then obtain a laminate failure strain equal to the steel failure strain. Assuming that the total force on the laminate before and after failure of the CFRP ply must be equal, one can write:

![Fig. 7. Above, Thick_CFRP and below Thin_CFRP laminate simulation results indicating matrix tensile failure resulting in delamination in OHT.](image)

![Fig. 8. Comparison of double lap bearing stress-strain curves between the mean of experiments (dots) and simulations (lines).](image)
σult,steel = σ∗steel + σ∗CFRP tCFRP tsteel

where σ∗ refers to the stress in the layer at the moment the CFRP fails. Using Eqs. (1) and (2), with material data from the Metallic Materials Properties Development and Standardization (MMPDS) document [30] for the steel, and from Amacher et al. [10] for the CFRP, the failure map shown in Fig. 10 can be drawn. This map shows the expected failure mode as a function of steel and CFRP ply block thicknesses. The map indicates that a very high steel to CFRP ratio would be needed to prevent failure of the steel as soon as the first CFRP failure occurs. The calculation of the ultimate stress criterion took into account the effect of ply thickness on the tensile strength of an isotropic laminate, as reported by Amacher et al. [10]. However, for the steel it was difficult to find good data on the stress-strain behaviour at higher strain levels. Therefore σ∗steel was set equal to the stress at a strain of 1%, based on the data from the MMPDS [30]. This possibly underestimates the stress in the steel layers at the moment of ply failure. If the stress in the steel layers increases, the slope of the ‘ultimate stress criterion’ line in the failure map will reduce, implying that an even higher steel to CFRP ratio would be required to keep the steel layers intact.

The two laminates tested in this work have been indicated in the map, using the post-cure thicknesses measured from Fig. 1. It can be seen that the Thin_Hybrid laminate exceeds the strength criterion, but is below the fracture toughness criterion, which predicts that the steel plies would fail almost immediately after the first failure in the CFRP ply, with little pull-out or plastic deformation in the steel plies. This matches what was observed in the experiments (Fig. 3(c)). The Thick_Hybrid laminate exceeds both the strength and the fracture toughness criteria. This suggests that the steel layers would fail immediately upon failure of the CFRP plies, and that large delaminations could also occur. This matches the failure pattern observed in the images in Fig. 3(d).

Based on Fig. 10 we can hypothesise that maximum laminate ductility can be achieved by choosing a combination of ply thicknesses that would fall below the ultimate stress criterion; bearing in mind that tCFRP in Eqs. (1) and (2) refers to the thickness of the total ply block of CFRP plies between two steel layers, not to the individual ply thickness. This implies that to achieve maximum ductility, one would have to use steel layers that are an order of magnitude thicker than the CFRP plies.

The failure map shown in Fig. 10 does not include the effect of thermal residual stresses. Given the mismatch in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the steel and the CFRP, during post-cure cooling, a tensile stress will be induced in the steel layers, and a matching compressive stress in the CFRP plies. This residual tensile stress means that the steel plies are somewhat closer to failure already, and thus the maximum CFRP thickness for a given steel thickness to avoid the ultimate stress criterion (Eq. (2)) will be reduced. Similarly, thermal residual stresses will induce a shear stress between the steel and CFRP layers. Consequently, for a given loading the SERR is closer to GIIc than would be predicted based on an analysis that neglects the residual stresses. The magnitude of the shear stress will depend on the number of interfaces in the laminate, which, for a given laminate thickness, is a function of the ply thickness. The effect of thermal residual stresses may also be mitigated through cure shrinkage of the CFRP layers. More research is therefore needed to understand the post-cure residual stress state in the laminate, and how this affects the failure modes.
Concluding this section, the analysis suggests that, unless one uses very high steel to CFRP thickness ratios, it is not possible to make optimal use of the steel’s ductility, as the steel layers will fail almost immediately when the CFRP layers fail. However, laminate failure strain and energy absorption can be improved by allowing delamination to occur, which implies selecting a combination of thicknesses close to or above the unstable delamination criterion. For example, from Fig. 10, we can hypothesise that in a thin-ply layup with 8 or 12 ply quasi-isotropic blocks between the steel foils, delamination would occur, as the laminate would be above the delamination criterion. This would likely reduce the notch sensitivity of the laminate, allowing more optimal use of the increased strength of the thin-ply material. Apart from adjusting the ply thickness ratio, one can also influence interface strength by changing the surface treatment of the steel layers, which will affect the adhesion between the steel and the epoxy, and therefore the value of $G_{IC}$.

6. Conclusions

The open hole tensile and bearing strength of Thin_CFRP and Thick_CFRP were successfully increased by steel foil hybridisation. Hybridisation increased the Thin_CFRP OHT strength by 63%, allowing a significant decrease in thickness to achieve the same strength with and without steel foils. Furthermore, the Thin_Hybrid can be almost 20% thinner than the Thick_CFRP to achieve the same OHT strength. The laminate thickness is likely driven by the strength needed around the hole. Therefore, applying the steel foils locally around the hole an overall thinner laminate can be used.

The smaller the ratio of reinforced to unreinforced area, the larger the weight savings, with a maximum of 20%, corresponding to the reduction in thickness. Hence, a local steel foil substitution with 20% of the total laminate area leads to a lighter and thinner part in comparison to a pure CFRP part with the same strength.

The use of steel foils avoids the need to add more carbon fibre plies in areas to be reinforced, which would require additional debulking cycles, as well as introduce load path eccentricity. This novel approach is especially interesting for thin-ply materials to overcome the high notch sensitivity while keeping the general advantages, i.e. high tensile and compression strength, with the compromise of reduced mass specific mechanical performance. The onset bearing strength for the Thick_Hybrid was even higher than the ultimate strength of both CFRP composites, with similar values for the specific bearing strength.

The developed finite element models can provide good predictions of the OHT strength, as well as identify which failure modes will occur. In future research they can therefore be used to optimise laminate design and to tune the ply thickness and layup to obtain desirable failure behaviour, e.g. to promote delaminations to reduce notch sensitivity. They can also be utilised to optimise the specific strength of the hybrid laminates, and to understand whether there are trade-offs between ultimate strain, notch sensitivity and unnotched tensile strength. These models could also be used to further study the stress distribution in the transition zones between metal and CFRP layers, which can affect delamination initiation. To enable local reinforcement designs on an industrial level, further investigations are necessary to understand what radius around a hole needs to be reinforced in order to obtain the increased open hole and bearing strengths.
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